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Teacher plays a vital role in and out of the school just like a rainbow that introduce us the reflection of different beautiful possibilities in life. Colors make learners’ knowledge and personality wide and fruitful. Often, we ask our children what is their favorite color? Colors reflex to one’s personality. How about you my dear teachers, what color do you love the most?

Is it blue? Blue is the color of the sky and ocean that seen color of authority. Teacher who loves blue wants to explore their learners, enjoy looking at big wide picture that is being in charge and are comfortable taking appropriate risks for themselves and their pupils. They are good-oriented and like to have their fingers in many pies and generally motivated by challenge and like competition.

Is it green? Green was one of the original colors on the computer screens which are the most comfortable where accuracy and numbers are important. “If a job’s worth doing, it’s worth doing the right the first time” might be their motto. They are willing to take time to get their job done right. They are “too picky” but value their planning and problem solving skills.

Is it red? Red is the color of blood and valentines that tends to connote passion and enthusiasm. Teachers belong in this color are happiest most especially when they are influencing or entertaining other people. They got bored it they have to do so the same old things all the same time.

Is it yellow? Yellow the color of the sun and like rays of the sunshine when they enter the room with their warm and caring style. They are the best team builders, always listening to, encourage and bringing out the best of their learners. You are the sunshine that makes your learners happy.
Is it white? White that symbolizes purity and humble heart. They tend to be most cared and loved that holds the learners together with a clean heart. They are willing to take time patiently and prioritize pupils learning. “Slowly but surely ” is the best motto for them.

Teacher who loves white show goodness and positive connotation.

Now, in what color you belong? Red, white, yellow, green or blue? Whatever color that best for you the most important is make our learners centered on education. Fill them with our colorful personality.
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